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CHAPTER I

Introduction
Football coaches are now implementing the use of

)-

off-season condit:toning and weight training in football

,.I

programs at colleges and universities throughout the
United States.

A study by Keever (1969) revealed that

88.3 per cent of the colleges and universities responding
to his questionnaire indicated that their football team
had an off-season program.

The respondents also indicated

that more time was spent on strength development than on
any other aspect of their off-season programs.

Athletes

involved in these programs usually train during the months
prior to athletic participation.

Proponents believe that

these off-season programs develop high levels of
strength and local muscular endurance in football players
and that these qualities are desirable and advantageous
(Bundy, 1971).

Ii

\;:

The training of athletes in recent Y.ears has been
influenced greatly by research performed since 19t1o.

Pr:l.or

.

llf

to that

tim~,

limited.

research on weight training was extremely

In recent decades research in this field has

increo.sed rapidly resulting in nev-1 advanced levels of
knowledge about weight training and its ro.le in athletic
tralning.

Athletes now utilize.sclentificaJ.ly developed

progressive resistance exercise techniques with pred:l.cted

=====-======
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results.

An overwheJ.mlng majority of the research con-

ducted has been concerned with off-season strength training
programs.

Little attention has been focused on research.-

ing in-season strength tra:i.ning programs for maintaining
strength.

Few college and university football coaches

have opted to use we.ight training during the intercol-legiate
or spring season for strength re.tention purposes desp:tte
conclusive evidence from numerous studies; (Darcus and
Salter, 1955; Englund, 1955; Gibbs, 1966; Hettinger, 1961;
and Hettinger and Muller, 1953) that strength diminishes at
an advanced rate when progressive resistanc.e exercis'es q,re
ceased cl.uring periods of .athletic competition.

Statement of the Problem

----

The purposes of this study were (1) to determine the
possible effects of spring football practice on strength
retention among the varsity football players at the University of The Pacific as measured by the four strength tests
from Edwin A. Fleishman's Basic Fitness Test Battery for
l!.v~nuation

of Physical Fitness Factors; the one repetition

maximum scores from five weight training exercises; and
the maximum number of bar dips performed for one set: (2) to
determine whether weight training during spring football
practice is beneficial for strength retention for the duration 6f spring football practice: and (3) to determine the
effectiveness of two weight training programs in the deveLop-

I

3
ment of strength.

,J;.mportance. of the Study_:_
In recent years the use of off-season weight training
programs have become increasingly popular among colleges
and univers;t t.i(lle in the Un:t ted ,StP.tes.

Studies 'by Reubl:Ln

(1964) 1 and Ke1ver (1969) cite numQrouq football
who credit much of tho individual and team
athletes to weight training programs.

coaah~s

succo~~

of the:Lr

Athletes invest

long hours in these programs in hopes of' increasing their
muscular strength,

However, relatively little is known

about the poasible effects of spring football practice on
the strength retention of athletes part:lcipat1ng in spring
football drills.

Research .in this area has not kept pace

with the growing number of college and university football
teams who ut111ze off-season weight training programs.
This study was organized and designed to provide additional
information in an area where more investigations are
needed.

Basic Assumptions
For the purpose of this study it was assumed that:
lo

Weight training elicits an increase in measurable

strength.
2.

A strength decrement occurs after cessation of

weight trainingo

4

Hyrothese~

The following hypotheses were investigated:
..

1.

There will be a strength.decrement among University

'
of The Pacific football players subsequent to cessation
of

f
;

the of'f-season weight training program.
2.

There will be a significant difference in the

strength retention of indiv:tdual players who weight train
during spring football drllls and those athletes

~ho

cease

weight training activities, with the former maintaining
the highest strength retention level.

3o

~here

will be no significant differences between

the pre test to mid test results produced by those subjects
training under the six repetition program, and those subjects
utilizing the ten repetition program.

Limitations of the

~t.udx

The following limitations of the study are recognized
by the investigator:
1~

The difficulty in controlling outside activities

of the subjects is acknowledged.
2.

The investigation was limited because of the lack

of availability of the entire University of The Pacific
football team.
3~

The researcher acknowledges the possibility of

vary:i.ng motivational levels from individual to indj_vidual.

r.
\
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Delimltati.ons pf .tl?.Q St~
Delimiting factors of this study are as follows:
All subjects were enrolled full time students

1.

at the University of The Pacific participating in varsity
intercollegiate football.
2.

Several spring football practices were postponed

until the following day because of rain.

--

Definition of Terms
II
f
f

I

I
r

Off-Season.

Any period of time not during the

scheduled season or spring practice.
~

Progra111.

Activities that are employed to

develop the strength of the muscular system.

I

'

f
t

r
!

Strength Retent.ion.

The maintenance of a level of

!
~--

muscular capability for exerting force during a muscular
11

contracti.on.

!'·

S_trength Develqpment.

The increased capacity of a

muscle to exert force as a result of having training with
overload and heavy resistence exercise •
. Repeti tioQ_.

One complete cycle of the exercise, or

moving the load through the available range of motion and
returning it to the original position (Berger, 1956).
Set.

The pre-determined number of successive rhythmic

repetitions of an exercise {Berger, 1956).
'-

We1:eht Tra:i.ntng.

'fhe use of resistlve exercises to

develop and improve the muscular system, and to develop

~-

r-==

I
I

i

)

6
strength.
Progr_~ssive

Res.istance ff,xercise.

ingly more difficult resistance

The use of increas-

~xercises

to develop and

improve the muscular system, and to develop strength.
Of.f.-Season Weight f'ralnins;..

This term refers to

weight training exercises performed by an individual dur.:l..ng
the time prior to the season of sports part:tcipation,
Static

~trength,o

The

ma~itnum

force which a subject

can exert, for a brief pe:t•iod, where the force is e:x:e:rted
continuously up to this maximum {Fleishman, 1964),
Dynamic Strengtho

The ability to exert muscular force

repeatedly and continuously over time,

It represents ·

muscular endurance and emphasizes the resistance of the
muscles to fatigue {Fleishman, 1964).
Trunk Strength.

This is a second, more limited dyna.mic

strength facto:r specific to the trunk muscles, pa:rticularly
the abdominal muscJ.es {Fleishman, 1964).
Explosive

Streng~ho

The ability to expend a maximum

of energy in one or a series of explosive acts {Fleishman,
1964)

0

Repetltion Maximum,

.2..!:

RMo

The maximum number of

times a given weight can be liftede

For example, a

ten-repetition maximum is designated as ten-RM, which
mearis that a particular weight can be lifted just ten times
through the full range of motion.

7
Pos:Lt:ton Coach.

This term refers to a person who is

responsible for coaching the individuals at one or more
positions on a football team.

/
'\
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CHAPTER II
Review of Related Literature

Football coaches throughout the United States now
.I

stress the use of progressive resistant exercise to increase
the muscular strength of their athletes.

Most football

coaches require athletes under the.ir charge to P@rticipate
in off-season weight training and conditioning programs
where acquisltion of strength is stressed (Keever, 1969),
These programs usu3.lly require athletes to train durlng the
months prior to athletic competition.
Research conducted during recent years has indicated
that increased levels of strength have a favorable effect
upon the performance of many sport skills (Larson, ed,,

. 1971).

Much has been written about off-season condition-

ing and weight training programs that emphasize strength
developmcnto

Strength maintenance during per:lods of sports

participation has received minimal attention.

r

A review of the literature related to this study of
muscle training and strength maintenance was
the following manner: (1}

method~

or~anized

in

for developing muscular

strength, (2) effects of' v..reight training on football skill
performance, and (3) strength maintenance •

. f.

I
r

r.

I

Methods for Developing MusculaJ:Z. Strength

------

9
The improvement of muscular strength in football
players through the use of

~wight

training has received

much attention in recent years from football coaches throughout the United States •. However, prior to the early 1950's,
weight training as a mean·s of developing the musculature and
strength of the body had little effect on football
196L~).

ing programs ( Reubl:t n,

Weight training

wa~

condition~

general.ly

thought to be of little value in preparing athletes physically to play football.
It is now clear that weight training can result in
tremendous gains in strength when a well designed
gram is followed faithfully.

pro~

Overload training is recog.

nized as the most proficient method of weight training when
acquisition of strength is stressed.,

Steinhaus (J.963) in

''Mt~scles

grow larger' and con-

discussing overload stated,

sequently stronger only when they are required to perform
tasks that place loads

~on

them which are over and above

previous requirements."
Overload training requires the individual involved to
follow specified training procedures.

Lockhart (1959) has

identified four methods of overload training:
(l) gradually increase the speed of performance in a
progressive manner; (2) gradually. increase the totaL
load; (j) progressively increase the total time that
a given position can be held; and (4) with a constant
resistance, progressively increase the total number of
performances.
Isometric and isotonic exercises have been used in

--------
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overload training for many years.

Numerous studies have

been conducted to determine which method of muscular conditioning is superior for developing strength.

Several

studies, Hoseth (1967) and Estep (1963} indicated that both
methods of training produce equal gains in strength.
ever, the majority of researchers: Macintosh

How-

(1961~.),

deVries

(1966), Do H. Clarke (edo, 1973), and H. H. Clarke (ed., 1974)
concluded·that isotonic overload exercises result in more
substantial strerigth gains.
Delorme (1946) is the most noteworthy of the first
researchers to investigate isotonic overload
ing exerciseso

weigh~

train-

DeLorme (1945) studied strength gains

through the use of heavy isotonic overload exercise.
concluded that heavy

resistan~e

He

and low repetitive isotonic

overload exercises are the most advantageous means of
weight training when gains in strength and muscle hyper· trophy are desiredo

'l'hese early st-udies served as the

foundation of what was to become known as the DeLorme
Technique for strength developmento
DeLorme's system required that the 10-RM (repetition
maximum) be determined for each exercise.

Three sets of

bouts were performed for each weight training exercise
in the programo

One-half of the 1.0-RM was performed for

the first set, three-fourths of the 10-RM for the second
set, and thethi~ set consisted of executing ten repetitions as

maxi~um

resistance (DeLorme, 1951).

------
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Barney and Bangerter (1961) conducted a study in which
the DeLorme system was compared with two modifications of
the DeLorme method to determine which method was superlor
for developing strength.

One group of individuals performed

10-RM for each of three sets.

A second group trained with

10-RM for the first two sets.

A third set involved adding

five to ten pounds of weight after each repetition until
the 1-RM was reached.

The e.xerc.1ses performed and·the amount

of rest between sets was identical for all groups.

Results

indicated that all three programs increased strength, with
no program being significantly better than the others for
developing strengtho
Hellebrandt and Houtz ( 1956) used seventeen volunteers
and seven different weight training techniques in their
exper.iments in the early 1950's.

Weight tra.ining· loads

were compared ranging from underload training to moderately
heavy resistance, to heavy overload resistance tra.ining,.
Heavy overload resistance exercises were found to increase
strength faster than any of the other methods tested.
DeLorme's system has been compared to numerous other
weight training methods in an attempt to ascertain which
training method is the most influential in causing strength
development.

These comparative stud.ies Henry ( !.949), Heaty

(1958), and McMorris and Elkins (1954), concluded that there
/

were ho significant differences between any of the programs
in developing muscular strength.

Although there was no

---
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total agreement as to the number of repetitions to be performed and the percentage of overload to be used, it was
_clearlY. established that heav_y resistance and low repetitive isotonic exercises are best for developing strength.
DeLo~ne·

and Watkins (1951) substantiated DeLorme's

original theory that stx•emgth :ts best developed by train"'
ing with low repetitions and heavy resistance.

'l'hey reported

from their study conducted in 1951 that only two or three
overload vleight training sessj.ons were necessary for strength
improvement to occur •. It was also concluded that atrength
would be improved if only one set for each exercise was
performed with maximum resistance.
Berger (196.3) conducted a study which involved training
forty-eight college students nine weeks in three progressive
resistance exercise progr'ams.

Each group trained with the

bench press exercise using different weight training programs.

'l1he programs were six sets of 2-RlvJ, three sets of

6-RM, and three sets of J.O-Rl\1.

The 1-RM for the bench

press was recorded for all rmbjects before and after the
training period.

Results indicated that all groups im-

proved strength substantially after nine weeks of training,
and that there were no significant differences between the
groups in strength improvement.
Berger and Hardage (.lY6'() used fifty college students in
an eight week study to evaluate strength gains following
training with two different strength programs.
· sessions were held three times a week.

Training

One group trained

13
with the 10-RM, while the other group varied the load to
be li£ted after each repetition to maintain a maximum load
for ·each of ten repetitions.

Both groups performed one set

of bench press exercises each training session.

Berger

and Hardage concluded that varying the load after each
repetition to maintain a maximum load £or each of ten
repetitions produced greater strength gains than training
with the 10-RM.
In another study involving training with maximum or submaximum resistance, Berger (1963) utilized twenty-eight
male college students in a twelve week investigation.

Two

strength training programs were compared in an attempt to
determine the relative merits of each

fo~

developing strength,

One group o.f students trained three times weekly with the
10-RM for one set.

The other group tralned with ninety

per-cent of the 1 0-RM tv1ice and the l 0-RM once a week.

A

comparison of the strength improvement achieyed through
both methods of training revealed there was no significant
difference between the two programs for developing strength.
0 1 Shea (1966) compared the effects ·of three weight
training routines on the development of muscular strength.
Thirty subjects in beginning weight training classes at
Michigan State University were randomly selected and assignecl
to

~hree

different groups.

All groups met three times

weekly and performed three sets of deep knee bends with
dlfferent.loads and varying repetittons.

One group tralned

14
with three sets of 9 to .LO-RM, another trained with three
sets of 5 to 6 ru1, and the third group trained with three
sets of 2 to 3 RM.

Resul.ts 9f this six week weight traln-

ing study indicated that all. three groups experienced substantial static and dynamic strength gains.

No significant

differences existed in the levels of strength developed
after six weeks of training.
In a study comparing nine different weight training
programs Berger ( 1962) attempted to determ:i.ne which trainlng
method was or most value for increasing strength.

Variations

in training programs involved one, two, and three sets,· and
two, six, and ten repetitions per set.

Each group con-

sisted of twenty subjects who trained three times weekly
:for twelve weeks.

The J.-RM was determined for a '.l subjects

at the beginning of training and at the third,
and twelfth weeks of traln1.ng.

sixth~

ninth,

Berger concluded that train-

i

I

ing with three sets produced greater strength gains than
training with one or two sets.

Training With six repetitions

for three sets was found to increase strength more substantially than training with two or ten repetitions for three
sets~

In another study by Berger (1962) six weight tralnine;
programs were compared to determine the optimum number of
repetitions that should be performed to achieve the fastest
strength gains.

One-hundred and tllnety-nlne college stu-

dents were assigned to nine groups who trained with different

.:;
l r.·

repetitions per set..

'l'he programs con:Jisted of 2-RM,

4-RriJ, 6-HM, 8-RfiJ, 10-HM,

bench press.

and 12-HM for one set on the

The 1-RM on the bench press was determined

for all subjects before and after the
training.

weeks of

twe~ve

Results of t;he study indicated that strength

is most readily developed when between three and nine repeti-

tions are performed

againl31~

maximum resistance.

Capen (1956) studied four different heavy resistance
exercise programs for twelve weeks.

One-hundred and fifty-

nine maLe university freshmen were p :.aced in eight groups
that trained from tvw to .five days each week.
used were:

(l )

The programs

8 to 15-RM for one setj ( 2) 8 to 15-RM for

one set and 5··RM for one set; ( 3) 5-Rfvl for three sets; and
(l~.)

1-RM foP three sets.

Capen concluded that tralning

with three sets of 5-RM was significantly superior for'
developing strength than any of the other programs tested,
Berger (L969) conducted a twelve week study involving
fourty-eight male college students,
of equal. numbers o

Two groups were formed

Both groups performed three sets of

exer-cises on the bench press.

One group trained tvrice

weekly 1 while the other trained three. times weekly.
Subtiects \<.fere tested for their 1-Rfvl bench press before
and after the twelve week training

~eriod.

It was con-

eluded that trainlng maxlmally vrith three sets of ten
repetitions twice weekLy was just as effective for producing
gains in strength as training three times weekly with the

same program.
Kurtz ( 1968) in summarizing the literature he surveyed on strength development programs stated: "The number
of' repetitions to perform for opttmum improvement in strength
is usually six when not more than three sets are emp'.oyed."
He also reported that excellent strength development ca,n
occur without training against maximum resistance,

Kurtz

did indicate however, that weight training with maximum
resistance produces faster strength gains.
Berger (.1956) contrasted the effects of' three weight
training programs on strength development.

Three sets of

knee extension exercises were performed by all groups three
times weekly for the duration of the five week study,

One

group performed 2-R.fvl per set, another group 6-RM per set,
and the third group performed 1 0-R.!VI per set,

All subjects

were tested before and after the strength training program
for static and dynamic strength.

Berger reported that no

significant differences were found betvJeen the groups in
static or dynamic strength developed during the five week
study.
Withers (1970) investigated the effect of three different weigh.t training Loads on the acquisition of strength.
Fifty-fi~e

randomly selected subjects were assigned to three

weight training programs.

The programs consisted of three

seta of 7-RM, four sets of 5-RM, and 5 sets of 3-RM.

rrhe

bench press, squat, and curl exercises were performed by

~."-''"
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all subjects twice weekly for nine '\'reeks.

The 1-RM for

the three exercises was determined by all subjects at the
beginning and end of the nine week study.

Results showed

'
that no one training
method produced strength improvement

significantly better than the other methods tested.
Orlick (1~66) endorses a t;raining routine employing max ...
!mum resistance for three sets ot five to seven
.ije recommends

a

shoJ:~t

pause between repetitions

tile exe:rcise:t"J to breathe deeply.

repetitions~

to allow

Additional weieiht is

added to each exercise when the performer can f)XeolJte thl"'Gle
sets of five to seven repetitions.

Orlick contends this

system will result in rapid strength improvementQ
March (1966) recommended a strength training program
that involves training with five to seven sets and four to
six repet1tions of maximum resistance.

Execution of each

repetition should be pepformed without the aid of cheating
movements.

Five pounds of weight is added to the

exercis~

when a given weight can be handled two workouts in succession with the designated amount of sets and repetitions.
March is convinced that this program is superior to all
others for producing strength gains if followed for at least
six.to eight

~eeks.

Effects of Weight

~ining

£!:!. Football Skill

Performanc~

Berger (1973) suggested that the level of strength re.

\

quired for successful athletic performance depends on the
weight to be moved in the sport.
Berger stated:

11

In reference to football,

In the sport of football a heavy opponcn't

must either be blocked or tackled.

To accomplish this effi-

ciently, a high level of strength is necessary."

Berger re-

ported that the basic moves in footbalJ. are catching, running,
jumping, tackling, and blocking.

The author implied that

with the exception of catching a football, all other moves
previously mentioned require substantial muscular stvengthQ
It was Berger's belief that tackling and blocking skills
will probably always be improved w11e11 strength j,nqreasea,
Berger concluded by stating: ''Sl\1.11 in movement may not
change as a result of strength training but the ability to
hit hard and hang on will increaseq"
George and Evans (1959) substantiated sever•al of Berger's findings when they reported that football players who
utilize ·weight training usually develop greater ability in
tackling, blocking, and quick starting maneuvers,

They fur-

ther concluded that body weight and strength of football players can be increased by weight training.
Meadows {1956) conducted a study to examine the effects
of strength training on the speed and force of the offensive football charge.

Eighty-four college age football

pla;yers were placed into three equally· divided groups o
One group employed the use of dynamic weight training,
another group weight trained statically, and the third
---- - - - - - - -

group served as the control.

Meadows concluded that the

speed and force of the offensive footbnll charge was improved s1.gnificantly by the subjects in the two strength
training groups.

The control group showed no improvement
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in

either of the two factors tested.
&~skas

(1967) investigated the effects of circuit weight

training programs on the hitting power of thirty-three college
football players in a six week study.

The subjects were equal-

ly divided into three groups designated as the

total body group, and the control group.

the

l~g group~

The leg group and

I

the total body group engaged tn weight training activities em•

I

ploying the CJ1:rcuit tPain:Lng mt:thod.

The cont:t'gl sroup en ...

gaged in no weight training activities,

Subjects in the con·

trol group tra:tned by participating in intramurlll.ls, caJ..:ts ..
thenicsJ runningJ rugbyJ baseball, and track and fieldQ

Has-.

kas concluded that the subjects in the leg group scored significantly higher on the hitting power tests than the subjects
in the total body group and control group.

The athletes in

th~

leg group were also superior in leg strength improvement,
A study was done

by

Fisher (1968) to determine the

effect of progressive resistance exercise upon the

rea~tion

time, movement time, and impact force expended in the offensive shoulder block.

Twenty members of the Baldwin-Wallace

College football team were randomly divided into two equal

I!

groups.

j

such as runnlngJ calisthenics, and intramurals for the

I

l

I
l

l

I
1

One group performed three sets of 6-RM for the leg

Pl"ess, heel-ups, and half squato

The other group acted as

the control and participated in general fitness activities

duration of the study.

Subjects in both groups were tested

prior to and following a nine week training periodo

Each

subject performed six trials of a one yard offensive football

- - - ---~-

.,,

. ·.~:71"~.. "
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charge f'rorn a three point stance into a straight shoulder
block~

Two calibrated chronoscopes measured reaction time

and movement time over the one yard distance.

A spring dyna-

-·

meter attached to a blocking machine recorded the f'orce of impact.

The average of six scores was recorded for all subjects9

Fisher concluded that reaction speed and impact force involved
in the shoulder block were improved significantly by the group·
who participated in the weight training program d®signad to
strengthen the leg

musculature~

movement time substantially.

'J,lhe same group ctid. not improve

The control group did not

exper~

ience significant improvement in any of the three factors tested.
Ommen ·(1968) investigated the effect of weight training
and explos.ive running upon reaction time, leg strength, and
performance time of twenty-two varsity football pla;y·ers at
South Dakota State Uniyers.ity.

The subjects vvere randomly

placed in two groups of equal number and des.ignated as the
experimental group and the control group.

Both groups were

re uired to perform six .weight.training exercises three days
a 'eek.

The exper.imental group was additionally required

to run a designated amount of twenty yard sprints after
~ ..../

each weight tPaining session.

Results indicated that both

training procedures resulted in substantiul leg strength
improvement, but reaction time and performance time were

i·
I

\:::o--=------=--o-=-=..:-::-

not significuntly improved by either training method.
In another article by Berger (1973) weight training as
a supplementury activity for improving athletic performance

!C
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was discussedo

It was reported that a .football player may

not be able to increase his lateral movement speed regardless of how many times the maneuver is performed because
the limiting factor in per.formanc-e of thls _move is muscle
strength rather• than sk:tllo

'l'hc author felt that the

body weight of athletes is not sufficient enough to cause
an overload situation in the hip

an~

leg muscles which

would result in rapid strength improvemento

Berger con ..

tinued by stating:
"Aft~r performance levels off~ it- :J.s necessary to
determine the physiologicel mechanisms prima~ily
stressed in the sport and figu~e out ways to develop
them to a greater degree than ie possible by just
practtcing the sporto Weight training provides a
means to overload the muscles systematically to dpti~
mizc st:.."ength improvement o11

Welty (1965) conducted a study to determine the

effec~

of weight training on accuracy in paseing a football by
ninth and tenth
were

ra~domly

~rade

boyso. One-hundred and two boys

selected and assigned to three groups.

One group participated in regular phys:tcal educati:>n
activities and did not weight train o

S•Jbjects in groups

tw,o and thraee also rarticipated in rtgular physlcal edv.cation classes, but srour two weight trained every third
day, while firoup

th~ee

weight trained

twe~ve

to fifteen

minutes ench dayo /Each subject was tected before and after
the eight V-'eek study o A rubber football was thrown at n
moving target from a dl.stanee

~1f

eight and sJ..:-:tcen yards.

Each subject participated in forty throws from each distance
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for both the initial and final tests.

Results

this

fro~

study indicBted that the tw_o .groups who weight trained
were significantly more accurate in passing.from both
distances than the group who-did not we1e;ht train.

It

was alf.:JO concluded that weight truinlng has a positive
ef'fect on passing accuracy, whether it be v.t short or intermediate distanceso

Strength l•1a;L.rttenance
It is reasonably v1ell established that the mo.jor.i ty
of football coaches in this country consider 11eight train:i.ng
as the beat methud of developing musculnr strength t:, .rootball plo.yers (Keever, 1969, and Steffcnh2..:;en, 1967).
coaches requ:tre football

play8r~

Most

to weight train d.ui'ing

the off-season, but coaches are reluctant to continue
\'Wight training activ.ities for maintain:i.ng strength during
spring football drills and the regular season.

The prac-

tice of football teams seldom having in-season strength
training exists desp'ite Hettinger aDd Muller's (1953) conclusion tb.at strength declines rapidly following the cessatlon of overload strength training.

I

.!

Several other

resenrch~

ers, Darcus ·and Salter (1955), and Lyne (1958), have con-·
. firmed Hettinger and I·1uller 1 s Ol'iginal theory of strength
decline following ces·sation of overload training.

I
'

· Hettinger o.nd ~1uller (1953), were the first to :lnvostigate the decline of muscular strength follmiJ.ing cessat:ton
bf overloud weight training.

Thdy-discovered this phen-

,,

"·:·'1f~
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l
omenon during a study in t·rhich they were investigating
strength gains folloi'Jing overload strength trainingo
They found that strength that was_. developed by weight
training activities decreased at a rapid rate when overload strength training was ceasedo

This early study was

followed by ntimerous other investigations by Hettinger
concerning strength loss following cessation of overload
training~

These later studies by Hettinger (196+) are

summarized as follm'ls:
(1) Strength is best attained and maintained by participating several times each week in weight training

.I
I

I

1

i

I

1 't
I

I

e:x:erci·ses.
(2) Strength loss that accompanies cessation of

w~ight

training on a regular basis is lessened by we1ght training
once every other weeko

(3) Strength that has been developed by weight training will decline at a slower rate if weight training is continued infrequently followed by periods of resto

{4) The degree of strength maintenance experienced
by individuals who discontinue weight training on a

regular basis is determined largely by how often strength
training stimulus is giveno
David Ho Clarke (1973) reported that a significant
amount of strength can be retained for several months
·following cessation of overload \-Jeir;ht training, although
a

subst~ntial

loss in muscular stren&th will usually

- - -

2l.f·

occur in three to four weekso
~·Muscular

Clarke also observed that_,

stl"'ength, once gained, wlll persist for some

time before it gradually returns to pretain:tng levels."
Campbell {1962) investigated the effects of in-season
overload weight tra:l.n.ing on the physical fitness of athletes
in· .football and two

of the

se~llOno

otheX~ ~po:r~'lH~

dif.f'e;t'l~nt h~lves

4uring

Thirty ... two o.ollt.?f?e .football Pl9;yera were

equally divided into two

matoh~u

groups

Q

One e:t."'oup PF.l:rt;t. ..

cipated in an overload weight training program consisting
of five exercises twice

week~y

during the first half of the

season in addition to the normal activity involved in
tices and gameso

prac~

The second group participated or.ly in

regular practice sessions·and intercollegiate games during
the firet half of the seasono

The two groups switched

training procedures at the midway point of the seasono
Seven tests designed to measure physical fitness were

I.

a~

ministered to all subjects at the beginning, middle, and end
of the season.

The results of this study are summarized

as follows:

{1) TI1e mean gains in strength for the group that weight
trained during the first half of the season were higher,
but not signific3ntly higher than the mean gains of the
group who weight trained during the second half of the
seasono
(2) In-season weight training in addition to regular
practice producea higher gains in strength than just

., ..

,,,..,.

......

.1
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'

!--

practicing the sport itselfo

!

I
I

(3 . ) Significant- strength losnes occurred in the

majority of athletes following

c~ssation

i
i,-

of strength

I

training"
Neuberger (1963) devel.oped an in-season weight train"
ing pvogra.m that he

oonsidc;rN~

taining high levels of

season"

Ho undertook

!--:

VOr.'Y successful !'or main·

at~ensth

aompet1t~vo

throughout the

a wt;ucty :t.n which the vars.:lty t'oot ...

ball playel:ls at No;rth Dakota State Univevs:Lty

p~:rformed

'

the l ... RJV1 for eight weight training exercises twice \'teekly

Q

Three of the exePc;i.ses wer\e designe4 to str•engthen the a J:>ros J

1

l

while the remaining five exercises isolated leg musc.leso
Neuberger concluded that the weight training program ut.1.1ized

(
I

in his study was reoponsible for maintaining a high
of strength in

mos~

l~vel

athletes for the duration of the seasono

I
I

t==
II

He also observed that the athletlc success of individuals
tested appeared to be highly correlated to the amount of
effort expended in the weight training programo
Several authors, Englund (1955), and Gibbs (1966)
have reported continuous strength losses in football
players throughout a football seasono

Nine college fresh-

men football players served as subjects in a study by
Englundo

He concluded that ind.ividuals became progress-

ively \<Ieaker as practlce sess:tons continue and that liftj.ns

i-

i

and gripping strenr;th of the athletes was adversely
affected by strenuous practice sessionso

Gibbs (1966) made

1-

.:r,·~· .

' 11'17'0T··.·.,.:.,
'
.
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i

similar conclusions following hio study of strength persistence in high school football players during a season
of competition in t-Jhich a weight training program was
not usedo

1

I

I
i

Gibbs reported a continuous decrease in

strength for all strength areas testedo

A number of researchers, Campbell (1962)A Pickford
(196;3) ~ and Ward (197J.) have indicated that in ... eea.son we~.ght

training is beneficia]. for maintaining strength ·and improv ...
ing the performance of football playerso

J

The opinJ.ons of

coaches concerning this subject are varieda

Several coaches:

Bentz, Rubcic, and Browne expressed the belief' that
in-seasoh weight training usually results in hiBh levels
of strength retent:ton and improved performance :l.n foot ...
ball playerso

However, various coaches; Caddas, Collet.to,

and Christie from University of The Pacific and coaches
Brunelle and Moore from Righettl High School, expressed in
personal interviews the belief' that the values of in-season
weight training have not yet been firmly established.
Prevention of football injuries are of concern to all
persoN.~

affiliated with the gume.

Briggs (1968) reported

that statistics sho0 an increase in the number of football
injuries sustained by

athlet~s

in recent

Several

years~

· researchers, Ward (1971), Morehouse Rnc't R1sch (1963), and
r.~araon
,.

( cd", 1971) have stated that weight trainlng is of

significant value Jn reducing athletic injur.i.e3..
recent article War·d. (1971), made the

follot-Jin~

In a

observations:
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"Weight training contributes to minimizing injuries by
strengthening the ligaments, tendons, and muscles that
surround the joints and contributes to the stability of
the jointS o II

V/ard alSO indtcated thCJ.t fOOtball playerS

should weight train throughout the entire year.

§ummary
· The l"eview of l:tteratu:t•e on methods for developing
muscular strength revealed numerous contentions as to
l'lhat weight training procedure produces the most significant strength increaseH.
are made from the

rev:te~l!

The following generalizations

of literature on strength develO'p-

ment methods:
(1) The principle of overload training should be adhered to when training for muscular strength improvement.
{2) Isotonic exercises are superior to isometric
exercises for developing strength.

(3) Heavy weights with few repetitions are preferred
to light weights and many repetitions for strength development.
(1.l) Numerous progressive resis·tance. exercise programs

have achieved sizeable gains in muscular strength.

Pro-

grams tlw.t range from 2-RM for one set to 10-RM for three
sets all produced significant strength gains.

{5) Progressive resistance exercise training with
three sets each training session results in greater strength
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improvement than

tr~ining

with one or two sets for six,

nine, and twelve weeks.

(6) Weight
results in

t~aining

large1~

that emPloys maximum resistance

str·ength gains than training with sub-

maximum loads.
The :t:ol.low.ing generaliza t;ions wer•e made 1":r·om the r•evieN

ot:

lite.~:•ature

conce:r:·ning the effects of weight train ...

ing on .t'ootball sktll perfo1•mance;
(1) The ability to block and tackle is usually in-

creased following weight training.
(2) The impact i'o1;ce of the offensive football eharge
is incr•eased by weight 'liraining.

(j) Passing accuracy at short and

inter~ediate

distances

is usually increased following weight training.

A review of the literature on

~trength

mainlienance

has produced the following generalizations:
(1) Strength declines after cessation of overload

weight training.
(2) Strength is best maintained by participating

several times each week in l'Jeight training activities.
()l Strength loss following cessation of strength

liraining is lessened by weight training once every other
week.
(4) Once regular \-Jeight training sessions are dis-

continued, the amount of strength tn(ltntained is dete1·mined
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largely by how often strength training stimulus is given.

(5) Football players experience a continuous loss of
strength throughout a football season if regular practice
sessions are not supplemented with weight training.

(6) In-season weight training is beneficial for maintaining strengtho
('7) The majority of football coaches do not requlre

athletes to weight train during the football season or
spring practice.
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CHAPTER III
Rea earch Methodology

The basic purposes of this study were to: (1) to
determine the possible effects of spring football practice on strength retention;· (2) to determine whether
weight training during spring football practice is beneficial for strength retention; and {3) to determine the
i

j
I

l

effectiveness of two weight training programs in the de-

l

velopment of strength.

i

the data in this study are described in this chapter.

}

L

The procedures used in gathering

Sources of Data

---

The subJects in this study cons;:tsted of fifty .. six
varsity football pJ,ayers and fifteen ex-varsity football

i

players at the University of The Pacific, in Stockton,

I

Californla.

The fifteen subjects who were ex-varsity

players served as the control group.

Twenty-four sub-

jects from the varsity team were dropped during the eleven
week study due to injuries or illness.

.

,~'f

The final sample

consisted 'of fourty-seven subjects for \Aihich data was
collected and analyzed.

All subjects volunteered their

time.

'------

--

L

l

I

I
J

.Organizat.lQ...t'l of the

S~ud~

i___

This study was conducted over a period of eleven
weeks during the sprlng semester of 1974.

'l'he subjects

-
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for this investigation who were varsity team members were
divided into two groups; one consisting of offensive players,
henceforth referred to as group 1; and the other consisting of
defensive players, herwefortrr referred to as group 2.

The

groups were then sub-divided so that running backs, wide
rece:l.v(~rs,

and quarterbacks trained in one group as did offen-

sive linemeno

The defensive players were divided into groups

of defensive backs, linebackers, and defensive linemen.

The

subjects received orientation and written information about
their group assignments, testing procedures, and the weight
training programs to be used two days prior to the start of
the weight training programs.

The weight training actlvi ties

covered a period of four weeks (from Februar•;>r 12 to l\1a:--eh lli)
with all subjects meeting by groups on Tuesday and Thursday
for ten strength training sessions each.

All groups were

supervised by their position coach and the author at each
weight training meetingo

Prior to each strength development

session, all groups were led by their position coach in a
ten minute warm-up consisting of stretching, neck exercises,
and quarter-eagle maneuverso

The control group did not par-

ticipate in weight training activities for the duration of
the stud;y.
The following exercises were performed by all subjects
in group 1 and group 2: (1) bench

pr~ss,

(2) clean and

press, (3) dead llft, (!+) ram rack, (5) cheat curls,
(6) bar dtps, and (7) toe raises.

Subjects in group 1

partlc1pated in the following weight training program:
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(l) three sets of 10-RM for the dead lift, ram rack, cheat
curls, and toe raises;· (2) as many repetitions as possible
for three sets of bar dips; and (3) five sets of 10-RM
for the bench press and clean and press exercises.

Sub-

jects in group 2 participated in the following weight training program: {1) three sets of 6... RM for the dead lift,
ram rack, cheat curls., and toe raises; (2) as many repeti ...
tions as possible for three sets of bar dips; and· {3) five
sets of 6-RM for the bench press and clean and press exercises.
The author demonstrated the particular form and tech ..
nique desired for each of the seven weight training exer . .
cises for all groups on the first day of weight training
sessions (February 12).

Subjects were then instructed to

exper.lment with all exercises and to determine the resistance levels to be employed for all exercises that would·
limit each
tions.

~et

to the prescribed number of maximum repeti-

Subjects formed groups of three athletes each with

individuals of similar strength after determining their
starting resistance loads.

These three man groups weight

trained together for the durati.on of the welght training
sesoions.
The weight training sessions for all groups required
sixty-five minutes to complete.

Seven minutes was allowed

to all groups for the completion of each of the five '

l"):·

·:'''.,'
... , ..

,.

\
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II

exercises that required the performance of three sets.
Ten minutes was allowed each three man team in all groups
for the completion of each of the-two exercises that required

As previously mentioned,

the performance of five sets.
the

exercises involved ten minutes each training

warm·~up

sessiono

.

This time schedule was established during a

pilot study involving six

ex~football

players attending

the University of The Pacific in January, J.9'7l.J· o
All subjects in th~ weight training groups trained in

the following manner.

Upon the completion of warm-up

each three man team of subjects positioned

activities~

themselves at one of the seven weight training stations.
.

.\

One member of each team commf3nced exercis:tng on the author's
command of

11

go 11 o

The remaining two members of each three

man team acted aa spotters and rested until the first subject completed the designated amount of repetitions for
the first seto

One of the spotters then exchanged positions

l'Iith the firf!t subject and performed the same number of
repetitionso

The third member of the team then performed

an eq11al amount of repetitions, thus completing the first
set o£ executionso

This routine was repeated until each

member of the three man team completed the prescribed
amount of sets and repetitions for the particular exerci8e.
The author timed all teArns of subjects and signified when
it was time to move to another exercise by cAlling out the
name of one subject :l.n each three man team involved.

The

----

---
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command, "switch stations" was then given, and the teams
involved switched exercises· quickly.

The s8.me procedure

was followed during the entire w0.ight training session
until all subjects completed the required amount of' sets
and repetitions for all seven exercises.

When an indi ...

vidual could perform the designated number· of I'epeti t1.ons
and sets for an exercise two training sessions in a
ten pounds was added to the load to be movedo

row~

The Univer ..

sity of' The Pac1.fic weight room was used for all weight
training

session~.

Bar dips and toe raises were performed

on the Universal Gym.

All other exercises involved the

use of barbells and slide on weights.
In addition to weight training activities, subjects
in offensi·v'e and defensive groups were required to partlcipate in a running-conditioning prcgr8m that involved the·
same time span (February 12 to March 14) as the weight
training programs.

{Refer to Table 1).

The running-condition-

ing program was conducted for one hour on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday of each week and was supervised by the author
and the entire University of The Pacific football coaching
staff.

The control group did not participate in the running-

conditioning program.
Spring football practice at the University of The Pacific began on Saturday, March 16, 1974.

All subjects who

were memberR of the varsity football team participated in
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the twenty practice sessions involved in spring football
drills o

Practices were held on Saturday, Monday, Tuesday,

and Thursday of each week for two and one-half hours eacho
Three weeks of these practice sessionfl were conducted,
followed by a one week break for Easter vacation.
:remaining eight practice sessions

w~re

'.P.he

held following Easter

vacation,. although heavy :rains f'o:I:"ced the

poatpon~ment

of
1--,

several practiceso

Three weeks were required to complete

the eight remaining practice sessionso
All subjects in group 2 continued their weight training
program previously described throughout spring football
practiceo

Subjects in group l did not weight train during

spring football P.racticeo

A random sample was not possi-

ble because the offensive coaches at the University of'
The Pacific would not allow offensive players to participate in weight training while spring football dril.J.s were
being conducted.

Collection of the Data
The strength status of each subject was measured on
the second day of the weight training program (February .1.4);
at the conclusion of the regul.ar weight training program
(March 11+); and three days after the completion of spring

I

I

I
F-·-_
1-

football drills (May 1).

The body weight of all subjects

I

1-

was determined and recorded on each testing date just prior
to warm-up activities.

Two testing instruments were used

r=
I
I

I
i

TABLE 1
Running and Conditioning Program

Stations

I

j
I

i

Coach Involved

Time Involved

1) Stretching
Neck exercises
Quarter eagles

ColletJvo

10 min.

2) Bag dr:Llls

Cope

10 min.

3} Agility drills

Carter

10 min.

4) Form running

Jordan

10 mino

5) Agility drills

Mankins

10 min.

6) Sprint running

Staff

10 min.

Cross over running
Stretching strides
Backward running

I

II
l

, ..,,,.,-

-~

,-:

-

<,,
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to determine the strength status of all subjects in groups
1 and 2o

The 1-RM for the bench press, clean and press,

dead lif't, ram rack, and cheat curls; as well as the max:t.murn number of repetitlonn each subject could perform with
bar dips served as one strength. evaluatlon instrument,
Subjects arrived at the

l~RM

for

~ll

exercises exgept

b~r

dips by beginning with a weight they felt confidant at
performingo

Each subjects own

j~dgement

was used following

the successful completion of a 11ft as to the amount of

Il

weight to be added to the loado

If a subject failed to

perform the weight he initially selected for an exercise,
he used his judgement'as to the amount of weight to be removed so that one repetition could be successfully completed.

Subjects were allowed three unsuccessful attempts

at the 1-RM for each exercise.

Subjects were allowed a

three minute rest period after determining their 1-RM before continuing to another exercise.# This process was
continued until the 1-RM was established by all subjects
for the bench press, clean and press, dead lift, ram rack,
and cheat curls.

No practical means of overl.oading the

weight to be performed in the bar dip e;x:ercise was avatlableo

Subjects demonstrated their bar dip strength and

endurance by performing as many repetitions as possible
for one set.

Subjects were allowed two attempts to improve

the number of bar> dips performed in the first set after

------------

l

,
'

I
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taking a short rest.
The four strength tests from Fleishman•s-Basic Fitness
Test Battery for Evaluation of Physical Fitness Factors
were used as an additional strength testing instrumento
The f'our strength. areas tested and the activities designed
to measure each strength area are as follows: (l)
sive

str®ngth~

explo~

as measured by the one-hundred Yard shuttle

run; (2) dynamic strength, as measured by pull-ups; (3)
static strength 1 as measured by a Narragansett hand dynamometer; and (4) trunk strength, as measured by leg
lifts.

Subjects were allowed just one opportunity each

testing date to perform the.activities designed to measure
explosive strength, trunk strength, and dynamic strengtho
However, subjects were allowed three performances H:!.th the
hand dynamometer to determine static strength.

The best

ef'fort with the han(l dynamometer was recorded.

The testing

procedures recommended by Fleishman (1964) were followed.
A brief summary of the organizatlon involved in the testing
is as follows:
{1) Subjects reported to the University of The Pacific
weight room in their normal position groups for the pre,
mid, and post strength tests accordlng to a time and rotation schedule that was postedo

Table 2 illustrates the

rotation and schedule employed, in addition to specific
stations involved, approximate testing time required for
each subject, and the testers name who administered or

I
!
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witn~ssed

the strength test.

(2) Five groups reported to the we1ght room at one
and fifteen minute intervalso_
(3) Trained and reliable testers were used consis-

tently at each stationo

(4) Subjects were weighed and that information recorded upon arr.ival in the weight room.

Subjects were then

led in the normal warm-up exercises.

(5) Signs signifying individual testing areas were
placed in the weight room prior to the arrival of any
subjects.

(6) After warm-up activities were completed, subjects
were instructed to report to specified testing stations in
announced groups of three.

Subjects· received a

vez~al

explanation of the act.ivity they were to perform at each
testing stationo

Upon the completion of each activity by

the subjects in each three man groupj the group progressed
to the next testing stationo
The control group (group 3) in this study was composed of fifteen subjects who all participated as senior
football players for the University of The Pacific during
the 1973 football seasono
services.
er~~

All subjects volunteered their

Eight students were originally defem'llve play-

while the remaining seven subjects were offensive

players.

Weight training and all other strenuous activi-

ties that could affect the strength of subjects in the

ry;.-.··
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TABLE 2
Strength Testing Schedule For Collecting Data

§.trength Tests

Station Number.

Testing Time

Tester

----

Pull-ups

1

30 sec.

Anderson

Leg Lifts

2

30 sec.

Mankins

Hand Dynamometer

3

2 min.

Masey

Shuttle Run

4

30 sec,o

Kellerman

Bench Press

5

2 mino

Shea

Clean & Press

6

2 min.

Russell

Dead Lift

7

2 mino

Shea

F.am Rack

8

2 min.

Anderson

Cheat Curls

9

2 min.

f'IT.asey

10

2 min.

Manklns

Bar Dlps
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control group were avoided for the duration of the study.
The four strength tests from Fleishman's Basic Fltness Test
Battery for Evaluation of Physical Fitness Factors were
administered. to a.J.l control group members on February 15,
March 15 1 and May 3.

The identical testing procedures

used for administering Fleishman's four strength tests to
group 1 and group 2 were also used in testing the control
groupo

Subjects in the control

gro~p

did not perform maxi ..

mal efforts for the six weight training exercises mentioned
previously because it was felt that this activity might
enhance strength retention.
tests

\'I

Fleishman's four strongth

ere devised after extensive research and experi-

mentation.

A number of researchers have reported that

general body strength can be determined through the use of
a small number of strength tests.
(197Lt·)

H. Harrison Clarke

made the following observation: "The evaluation of

overall strength of the musculature does not require
testing a large number of muscle groups, but can be done
from small batteries of three to four representative tests."

~liabilit;y

Testing of Instruments

In order to establish that the Narragansett hand dynamometer and the two Premier stop watches used in this
study were accurate and reliable; all were tested several
hours prior to usage on the same days as the pre-test,
mid-test, and post-test.
by

The hand dynamometer was te:Jted

placing it in an upright position in an area drilled
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out of a sturdy boardo

This drilled out area was sllghtly

large1· than the hand dynamometer and allowed .unimpared
function of the instrumento

The board was placed between

two tables of equal he.tghto

A belt weighing one pound,

and one-hundred-thirty pounds of barbell weights; thus
totaling one"hundred and
by the belt

ove~

thirty~one

pounds was suepended

the exposed top of the hand

dyngmgmete~.

The we!.ght indicated by the hand dynamometer was reGorodedj
and the belt and weight was removed from the instrument,
The weight was than lowered back on the hand dynamometer
and the process was repeated a total of five times on each
of the three testing dates.

All fifteen readings resulted

in identical one-hundred and thirty-one pound scores.
Two Pr·emier stop watches were used in this study to
measure the time for each

~ubject

in the one-hundred

yard shuttle run o To assure the accuracy and reliabill ty
or the two stop watches, the follovling procedures were
performed on each of the three previously mentioned testing dates.

The two stop watches were placed back. to back

and alligned according to the buttons on the outside of
each stop watch.

\\Then it was determined that the stop

watches were alligncd perfectly; they were taped securely
togethero

The starting buttons of the two stop watches

were then placed flush against a balanced table top.
On an assistant 1 s command of "go", the author pressed the
two stop watches against the table top so that the starting
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buttons were compressed. at the same instant.

Nineteen

seconds later, the assistant gave the command "stop", and
the. appropriate buttons were compressed, against the table
top in the same manner used to start the watches.

The number

of seconds on each of the two stop watches was recorded,
and the watches were returned to
repeated until five readinsa
oorded on eaoh

date,

test~ng

The prooess was

~ero,

tov eaoh stop watch was
Re~ults

re~

of these P.Pocedures

were that tbe two stop watches produced times of nineteen
seconds each a total of eighteen timeso

Three readings

of nineteen seconds !'or each stop watch were recorded on
each testing date.

The remaining tests produced times that

were randomly distributed within three tenths of a second
of the designated time,

Neither stop watch

ind~cated

a

tepdtincy to be slightly faster or slower than the other
watch.

Nineteen seconds was selected as the amount of

time to let the stop watches run because it was very close
to the average time produced in the shuttle run for most
subjects.
The reliability and validity of the Fleishman atrength
tests was established in 1964 when the test battery was
'

'

originally composed.

The test retest method was used on

the remaining six strength tests administered in this study
to determine their reliability.

This was established

in a pilot study involving six ex-football players attending
the University of The Pacific in

Januar~,

1974.

The relia-

bility and validity of the strength tests administered in
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TABLE 3
Reliability and Validity of the Tests

Test

PrJ.mary Factor Measured

Reliabilit:y

Shuttle Run

Explosive Strength

o85

Hand Grip

Static Strength

.91

Leg Lifts

Trunk Strength

.89

.77
.72
.47

Pull-Ups

Dynamic Strength

.93

.81

Bench Press

.91

Clean & Press

.ti6

Dead Lift

.88

Ram _Rack

o93

Cheat Curls

• 84

Bar Dips

• 86

Validity

-----

----

this study are presented in Table 3.

Statistical.

Anal~si~

The data for this study consisted of pre, mid, and
post strength scores for each subJect on the bench press,
clean and press, dead lift, ram

rack~

cheat curls, bar dipa,.

pull-ups, leg lifts, hand dynamometer, and shuttle :t-un

I
i

l!
I

The significance of the mean
strength testa tor each group

WI3.S

~aino

or lossea for' all

determ1.ned 'oy

t~~J,.gted

t ... tests using pre, mid, and post strength scores,

An

r
I

analysis of covariance was run .to determine if the strength
changes of group 1, group 2, and group 3 were significantly
dif£erent from the pre test to the mid test, and from the
mid test to the post test,

When an F-ratio obta1ned from

the analysis of covariance was significant, the Dunn-Bonf'erron L
Multiple Comparisons ·Procedures were used for locating the
s:Lgnificant differences between the respective groups.
The Pearson Correlation Coefficient Statistical Procedurea were employed to determine if' the mean body weight
changes of subjects in group 1 and group 2 significaritly
affected their respective mean strength changes from the
pre test to the mid test, and from the mid test to the
post test.

j

I

lI.e-~
1-

j-

i-

r=

1

II
I
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CHAPTER IV
Analysis of Data

The purpoues of this study were (1}. to determine the
possible effects of spring football practice on strength
retention; (2} to determine and compare the effectiveness

of two weight training programs 1n the development af
and (3) to determine whetheP

st~ensthJ

wei~ht tr~ining du~~ng sprin~

football practice 1s beneficial to:r strength retention.
Subjects involved in this investigation were thirty-two
varsity football players at the University of The PacificJ
and fifteen ex-football players who were seniors on the

1973 Univers1ty of The Pacific football team.

r.rhe sub,jects

who were members of the varsity team were placed in two
groups;

of'~ensive

pectlvely}.

and defensive (group 1 and group 2 res-

The fifteen ex-football players served as the

control group (group 3), and unlike the other two groups,
did not participate in weight training; the running-condi-

I

tioning program; or spring football practice.
The subjects in each group were tested at the beginning
of.the pre-spring welght training program, at the conclusion
of the weight training program, and

sev~ral

completion of spring football drills.
all subjects in group 1 and group 2 was

days after the

The body \'>'eight of
dete~mined

and

,.

recorded on each testing date just prior to the administration of the testso

Subjects in group 1 and group 2

were tested on the four strength tests recommended in
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Fleishman's Basic Fitness Tent
wei~1t

Batte~J;

the 1-RM of five

training exercises; and the maximum number of repe-

titions for one set of bar dips at each of the three previously mentioned testing dates (Fleishman, 1964}.

Sub-

jects in group 3 were administered the same four strength
tests recommended by Fleishman, but were not tested on the
slx weight; training exercises because it was felt that this
activity might enhance their strength retention •

.Qrganlzation of the Data for Anal;y;sis
The data was organized in a manner which permitted
an analysis of the differences of the changes that occurred
in each groups mean scores on the initial, middle and. final
teats for the ten strength tests administeredo

Table 3

indicates the mean scores for all groups on all strength
tests on each specific testing date.
The signif.icance of the mean gains or losses for all
strength tests for each group was determined by related
t-tests ueing initial, middle, and final strength scoreso
As can be seen in Table 4, the subjects in group 1 recorded
significant mean strength changes from the pre test to the
mid test for all variables except hand grip strength.· All
strength gains for the subjects in group 2 on the ten variables tested from the pre to mid tests were significant
at the o05 levelo

Subjects in group 3 exhibited a signifd.-

cant strength change from the pre test to the mid test on
pull ups with a t value of 2.9.

The minimal critical value
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TABLE 4
MEANS AND ADJUSTED MEANS FOR ALL GROUPS AND ALL VARIABLES
FOR THE PRE, MID, AND POST TESTS -

GROUP N

VA HI ABLE

PRE-TEST

MEAN

1
2

15. Bench Press
17

1
2

MID-TEST ADJUSTED
MEAN

MID~MEAN

POST-TEST 'ADJUSTEr> ~:

MEAN

POS'r-MEf\N

2J.5o0
250.0

247o0
282.4

262.6
268.5

232.3
264.4

249.6
249.2

15
17

Clean & Pressl59.0
178.2

183.7
192.1

191.5
185.2

165 .. 7
183.5

169.9

1
2

15
17

Dead Lift

317.0
321.8

362. ~
348o

365.1
340o6

348.0
340.8

3'-Ho3
346.7

1
2

15
17

Ram Rack

422.7
399.1

475.3
450.1

464.8
459.3

458.3.
439.1

ll45 .1
14-50.8

1

2

15
17

Cheat Curls

153.3
165.6

178.

173.~

178.9
17lt .2

168.5

166.4

1
2

15
17

Bar Dips

16.7
22 ,lJ

20.9
25.9

23.9
'23.2

1.8.3
24.2

20.8
22.0

1
2
3

15
17
15

Pull Ups

Bo5
11.0
8,4

10.5
12.4
7o6

10.9
11.2
8.6

8.8
10,6
7·7

8.6
8.7
10.0 .

1
2
3

15
17
15

Hand Grip

141.5
131.8
132o0

147.0
141o4
129o0

142.0
143.7
131.2

133.3
133.8
126.5

12'(.1
132.0
134.8

1
2
3

15
17
15

IJeg Lifts

22.1
23.2
2lo5

23.8
24,6
20.5

24.0
24.1
21.0

22', 3
23.6
20,0

21.6
22o3
22,1

18o8
18.5
18.7

18.2
17.9
18.8

18.1
1800
18.8

18.5
18.2
18 •.2

18.6
18.6
18. L~----

1
2
3

15 Shuttle Run
. 17
. 15

158.3

1'79.8

J.60.?
- - -

I

·J
!

I_

Offensive Subjects
Group 1
Group 2 - Defensive Subjects
·Group 3 - Control Group

--

TABLE 5

RESUIJl'S FROM THE RELATED t-TF.STS FOR STRENGTH GAINS OR LOSSES
FROM PRE TO MID AND STHENGTH 'GAINS OR LOSSES FROM MID TO POST
FOR THE '!'EN STRENGTH TES'.rS ll'OR ALL GROUPS

GHOUP N VAR!AiiLE-...Pru~ ... M:CD ' 'S'E

PRE-MID . MJ:D ... J?OST . SE. - MID-POS'r ·
---·-----..----"g:;..;,;;AI~L.I::::.;;.-~o_s.,;;;,s__.._,..,,,.~ . .vf.1iUE .O;~INL~9S~
... t.··;\7 ALlJE
~14,7

-18,0

1

15

Clean &
Press

2.8

-5.2

6,0

~3.0

24.7
13.9

3.30
2ol0

7.4
6.6

-18.0 2.2
-8.5 1.6

-8.3
-5.3

4.9

4.5

-14.7 2.7
-8.0 2. 0

-4.0

-6.0

2

17

1
2

15 Dead Lift
17

45o7
27.1

9 .t~ 0

1

15
17

Ram Rack

52.7

8.70

2.8

9.80

6.1
5.2

-17.0

2

.. 11.0 2.1

1

15

Cheat Curls

20.3

13.2

2.60
3.60

-15.3

3.7

-10.3

2.5

-6.1

17

7.8

2
1

15

•70

-1.7

.5

3.5

7.0

-2.5

2

.50

6. 0

_)t. 7

17

4.2

.4

-3.7

l
2

Pull Ups

2.0

.42

•3

1.5

4.6
2. 6
.-2 9

-1.7

0

3

15
17
15

-6.2
-8. o·
.4

1

15

Hand Grj_p

-5.2

2

3

17
15

2.6
1.8

1.8

-1.4

1

15

.3
.3
.4

_lt. 6

.l

4.3

2

3
1
2

3

17

Bar Dips

-.8

15

5.4

Leg J_,ifts

60
• 28

0

-1.8
.1

9 •. 6

3.20
3.00
2.00

1.7

-13.6

-1.5

-2.5

1.7

.57
• 37

3.0
3. 8

-3.0

15

17

51.0

6.00

1.4

-1.0

Shuttle Run

15

3.3

-7.6
-1.5

-1.0

.47

-2.1

-.5

.13

4.8

.3
.3

.l.L~

.09

4.9

-1.1

.1

2.3

.2
.3

.1
~l

-

-5.4

-5.1
•• L~ • 4

-4.2

-3.5
-1.2

2.4

l.l

--------------------------------------------~--------------

Group"" 1 - Offensive Subjects
Group 2 - Defensive Subjects
Group 3 - Control Group
Critical t -Value for N- 15 at .05 Level of Significance is 2.16
Critical t -Value for N - 17 at .05 Level of Significance is 2.15
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required to denote slgnificance at the .05 level was

2.16o

The remaining group 3 mean strength changes from pre

to mid tests were not

signiftcant~

All group 1 and group 2

mid to post mean strength changes were significant at the

.05 level as illustrated in Table 4. Group 3 experienced
no significant mean strength changes from the mid test to
the post test.
An analysis of covariance was run and the value of
the F-ra.tio obtained on the pre to mid tests for the ten
strength measures was used to determine if the strength
gains or losses were significantly different between the
three groupr-:1.

The same procedure was used to determine

if the mid to post mean strength gains or losses were
significantly different between the three groups.

This

was accomplished by comparing the value of each F-ratio
to the critical F-value required for a difference to·be
considered significant at the .05 level of significance.
It was necessary to establish two critical F-values since
the group 3 was administered only the four strength tests
recommended by Fleishman.

The minimal F-value required for

a difference to be considered significant at the .05 level
when comparing mean strength changes between groups for
Fleishman's four strength tests was 3.22.

The critical

F-value required for a difference to be significant at the

.05. level between groups tested on the remaining six strength
tests was 4.18.

'1I

I
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It can be seen in Table 5 that there were no signi~icant

\

differences between the group 1 and group 2 mean

strength changes from the initial-test to the middle test.
Table 5 also reveals that the clean and press is the only
variable where a significant difference existed bet'ween
group 1 and group 2 from the mid to post tests for the six
variables, as indicated by a s,ignificant F-ratio of' 13,3.
The results of the analysis of covariance for the changes

~~ -

among group means obtained from the initial test to the
middle test, and from the middle test to the final test
for Fleishman's four strength tests are shown in Table 6.
F-ratios of' 11.4, 7.7, 20.3, and 14.7 for the init:l.al to
middle tests for pullups, hand grip, leg lifts, and shuttle
run, respectively, are illustrated in Table 6g

All of the

above mentioned F-ratios were significant af the .05 level
of significance; thus indicating that a significant dif-

Ii
I

ference existed between the three groups frdm pre to mid
tests on all of Fleishman's four strength tests.
The results of the analysis of covariance for the
changes among group means obtained on Fleishman's four strength
tests from the mid test to the post test are also shovm in
Table 6.

The F-ratio of 6.0 obtained from this portion of

the data indicated a significant difference among the three
groups at the .05 level of significance in pull up

st~ength.

No other significant differences existed between the three
groups on the remaining Fleishman strength tests.

---
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TABLE 6

TABLE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR STRENGTH
GAINS OR LOSSF.S FOR THE SIX WEIGHT TRAINING EXERCISES

SUMMAHY

GROUP

N

VARIABLE

· 15 Bench Press
17

1
2

PRE-Nil)
F-RATI6 PRE-MID
F-HNI'IO
GAIN OH LOSS
GAIN OR LOSS

--• 002

32.0
32.4

.9

-14.7

24.7
13.9

2.8

-18.0
-8.5

13.300

-14.7
-8.0
__,_7. 0
-11.0

.600

-1.8.0

1
2

15 Clean
17 Press

1

15 Dead Lift
17

!~5. 7
27.1

2~8

2

1
2

15 Ram Rack
17

52.7
51.0

.2

1

15 Cheat Curls
17

20.3
13.2

1.2

-15.3
-10.3

3.100

2

1
2

15 Bar Dips
17

·4 .2
3.5

.5

-2.5
-1.7

2.900

&

Group 1 - Offensive Subjects
Group 2 - Defensive Subjects

.<'

.·,

F-Ratlo Critical Value at
.05 Level is 4.18

2.600

-

'
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TABLE 7
SUMMARY TABLE FOR THE ANJ\LYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR STRENGTH
GAINS OR LOSSES FOR FLEISHMAN'S FOUR STRENG'l'H TF.STS

GR6UP

N

VAlUABLE

PRE-MID
GAIN OR LOSS

1

15

Pull Ups

1J.,L~

3

15

2.0
1.5
•8

1

15 Hand Grip
17
15

5.4
9.6
-3.0

7.7

-13.6
-7.6
-2.5

3.20

1

15 Leg Lifts
17
15

1.7
1.4
-1o0

20.2

-1.5

1.00

1

15 Shuttle Run
17
15

.6
.7

14.7

-.3
-.3

.60

2
2
3
2
3
2

3

rr

-.1

Group 1 - Offensive Subjects
Group 2 - Defensive Subjects
Group 3 - Control Group

F-RATIO

.Pfill-MID
gAIN OR LOSS
-1.~
-1 •

1~-RATIO

6,00

.1

-1.0
--.5

-

-.1

F-Ratlo Critical Value at .05
Level is 3.22

-------- -----
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When an F-ratto obtatned from the analysis of covariance
on Fleishman's four strength tests was significant, the
Dun-Bonferroni Multiple Comparisons Procedures were used
for locating the significant differences between the respective groups.

The results of the Dun-Bonferroni Multiple

Comparisons Procedures anQlyzing and comparing the adjusted
mean changes from the pre
is presented in Table

te~t

to the mid test fap •11 groups

I

I

I,-

7. Significant t-values were obtained

on all of Fleishman's strength tests when group 1 was com"'
pared to group 3.

Significant t-values were also obtained

on all of Fleishman'c strength tests when group 2 was
compared to group 3.

Non-significant differences were

found when group 1 was compared tq group 2 for Fleishman's
strength tests from the pre test to the mid test,
The results of the Dunn-Bonferroni Multiple Comparisons

:--

\-

Procedures contrasting the mid to post group adjusted means
I_

for pull ups may be viewed in Table 8.

A significant

ij
I

t-value was obtained when group 1 was compar>ed to group
3 for ability to perform pull ups.

A significant t-value

was alsq obtained when group 2 was compared to group 3 in
pull up strength.

No significant difference was found in

mid to post test pull up strength between group 1 and
group 2.
The results of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
statistical procedures comparing group 1 and group 2 mean
body weight changes to their

respectiv~

mean strength

i

-
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TABLE

8

RESULTS OF THE DUNN··BONFERRONI lV!ULTIPLE COMPARISON PROCEDURES
CONrRfl.S'riNG THE PRE-MID GROUP ADJUSTED r1EANS FOR
FLEISHMAN 1 S POUR STRENGTH TESTS

GROUPS C.Of1PARED

VARIABLE

DUNN-BONFEHRONI' t-VALUE

Offense
Offense
Offense
Offense

vs
vs
vs
vs

Defense
Defense
Defense
Defense

Pull Ups
Hand Grip
Leg Lifts
Shuttle Run

-.47
-.50

Offense
Offense
Offense
Offense

vs
vs
vs
vs

Control
Control
Control
Control

Pull Ups
Hand Grip
Leg Lifts
Shuttle Hun

4.53
3.17
5.57
-4.33

Defense
Defense
Defense
Defense

vs Control
VS Control
vs Control
vs Control

Pull Ups
Hand Grip
Leg Lifts
Shuttle Run

!~.50

-.1~0

.73

3.67
6.00
-5.06

~--

---

Crittcal t-Value at

o05

Level 1s

--··-·(

2.50

TABLE 8
RESULTS OF THE DUNN-BONFERRONI MULTIPLE COMPARISON PROCEDURES
CONTRASTING THE PRE-MID GROUP ADJUS11ED fviEANS FOR
FLEISHMAN'S FOUR STRENGTH TESTS

GROUPS COMPAHED

DUNN -BONFEHI'IDNI

VAHIABLE

t-Vl\r;m::--·-··· :~~c ~-- ~
-

--

Offense vs Defense
Pull Hps
.14
Offense vs Control
Pull Ups
-3.44
~D~e~f~e~n~s~e_v~~~~~C~o~n~t~r~o~l____~Pt~ll~.l~U~p~~~----------------~3~·~3~0--------~------- ____
Critical t-VaJ.ue at •.05 Level is

2. 50

changes from the pre test to the mid test produced no significant results at the .05 level.

This indicated that

changes in body weight from the .pre test to the mid test did
not significantly affect any of the strength changes from
the pre test to the mid test.

Body weight changes from the

mid test to the post test significantly affected only one
a~

of the ten strength testa; ram rack strengthJ
seen in Table 9.

oan

Based on the Pearson Correlation

oe

co,rrt~

cient statisti.cal procedure, :Lt seems warranted to concl\Jde
that the body weight changes of group 1 and group 2 had
little effect on the strength changes for those

groups~

In addition to providing the above mentioned information; the Pearson Correlation Coefficient procedures also
examined and compared group 1 and group 2 mean body weight
changes in order to determine if they were s.ignificantly
different at the • 05 level of s.ignificance,

The minimal

critical value required for a difference between the groups
to be considered s:lgnificant was .35.

The correlation

coefficient values obtained after the mean body weight changes
of group 1 were compared were .24 for pre to mid
and

~17

for mid to post testso

tests~

Both correlation coefficient

values are well below the requlred critical value of .35;
thus indlcating no significant body weight change differences
between group 1 and group 2 from the pre test to the mid
test, and from the mid test to the post test.
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TABLE

9

RESULTS OF THE PEARSON CORRELATION ANAT.,YSIS COEFFICIENT COMPARING
OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE PRE TO MID AND NID TO POST STRENGTH
CHANGES WITH PRE TO MID AND MID TO POST BODY WEIGHT CHANGES

RE 'TO MID
VARIABLE

CORRELATION

PR'E To MID
CORRELATION

-.12

-.04

o03

.33

-.07

-.09

.is

.35

Cheat Curls

-.17

o31

Bar Dips

-o08

ol5

Pull Ups

.12

.23

Hand Grip

.11

ol4

Leg Lifts

-.33

.13

Shuttle Run

-.29

-.15

Bench Press
Clean

& Press

·Dead Lift

Ram Rack

i
I.

'rhe Critical Value of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
at .05 level is .35.

Results
lo

Group 1 achieved significant strength gains on

nin.e of the ten variables tested -rrom the pre test to the
mid test.
2.

Group 2 achieved significant strength gains on

all of the ten variables tested from the pre test to the
mid test.
3o

No significant differences existed between group 1

· and group 2 mean strength gains for the ten var.tables tested
from the pre test to the mid test.

4.

Group 1 was significantly different than group 3 on

all of Fleishman's four strength tests from the pre test to
the mid test.

5. Group 2 was significantly different than group 3
on all of Fleishman's four strength tests from the pre test
to the mid test o

6.

The mean body weight change from the pre test to·

the mid test for group 1 and group 2 did not significantJ.y
affect any of the strength changes of the ten variables
tested from the pre test to the mid test.

7o

Group 1 experienced significant strength losses

on all of the ten variables tested from the mid test to the
post test.

8.

Group 2 experienced signiflcant strength losses on

all of the ten variables tested from the mid test to the
post testo

9. The clean and press was the only variable where
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a signifi.cant difference existed between group 1 and group 2
test scores for the ten variables tested from the mid test
to the post test.
10.

The group 1 mean strength change was significantly

different; than group 3 mean stl"'ength change from the mid
test to the post test for pu11"ups,
11.

The gro'l.lp 2 mean strength change was f;'!j,gn.:t.f'icantly

different than group 3 mean strength change from the mid test
to the post test for pull-ups.
12.

The mean body weight change from the mid test to

the post test for group 1 and group 2 significantly affected
the mean strength change recorded for the ram rack from the
mid test to the post test,
13.

The hypothesis as stated at the onset of

thi::~

investigation that there would be a strength decrement among
University of The Pacific football player•s subsequent to
cessation of the off-season weight training program is accepted as stated.
14.

The hypothesis as stated at the onset of th1s

investigation that there would be a significant difference
in the strength retention of individual players who weight
trained during spring football drills and those athletes who
cease weight training activities, with the forwer maintaining
the highest strength retention level cannot be totally
accepted.

15.

'rhe null hypothesis as stated that there would be

I

I
I
i
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no significant differences between the pre test and mid
test results produced by those subjects who trained under
the six repetition program, and those subjects utilizing

I

I·

i

the ten repetition program is accepted as stated.

Discussion
- .... ,. .

of Results

~

=,;,.,;;,;.;;:;~

Inveetigations conducted
HettingeJ.:~ (1961), Gay (1969) 1

p~eviously

by Campbell

{1956)

a nO. Bundy (1971)" in general,

!-

found that without apecifio trgining, strength declined
rapidly a:f'ter cessation of' training.

The same studies in ...

dicated that specific strength training a minimum of once
weekly was effective for the maintenance of strength.

The

results of this study did not totally substantiate the
findings of the previously mentioned studies,

The area

of conflict bet\>Jeen the studies occurred when group 2
(defensive subjects) in this study

di~

not maintain their

strength throughout spring football,practice even though
they continued weight training for the duration of spring
practj.ceo

It is suggested by the investigator that this

discrepancy may be partially attributed to exceptioi1ally
long and exhaustive spring football practice sessions that
may have diminished the strength of all participating
I

athletes.
The researcher also acknowledges the possibility that
the subjects 1 motivational levels during the third and final
testing may not have been equal to the.ir motivattonal level:u

~

1

~---

at the first and second testingo

All subjects were informed

of the importance of exertlng maximal efforts for each
strength test prior to the administration of the final
tests o

Trained and reliable testers were used consis-

tently at each station, and the position coach of all
subjects were present to add additional motivation.

These

measures were taken in an attempt to insure that high motivational levels existed at the
ings.

pr~,

mid, and post test-

In the final analysis, it is difficult to determine

the effectiveness of these measures since motivational
levels are often difficult to interpret.
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CHAPTEH V

Summar::L
It was the purpose of this study (1) to determine
the possible effects of spring football practice on
strength retention; (2) to determine and compare the
effectiveneaa of two weight

t;r~inine;

programs in the

development of strengthJ and (') td determine whether
weight training during spring football practice is
.ficial for strength retention,

bene~

Thirty-two varsity football

players from the 1974 University of The Pacific football
team, and fifteen ex-football players who were seniors qn
the 1973 University of The Pacific football team VJere used
as subjects in this investigation.
The subjects who were members of the 197l.J varsity
team were placed in two groups; offensive and defensive,
(group 1 and group 2 respectively).

The groups were then

sub-divided so that running backs, wide receivers, and
quarterbacks trained in one group as did offensive U.nemen.

'l'he subjects in group 2 were divided .into groups

of defensive backs, linebackers, and defensive linemen.
The fifteen ex-football players served as the control
group (group 3), and unlike the other two groups, did not
particlpate in weight training; the running-conditioning
program; or spring football practice.

This study was conducted over a period of eleven '!t/ceeks
during the spring semester of 1974.
. running-conditioning

activitie~

The weight training and

covered a period of four

weeks (from February 11, to March 14).

All subjects with

the exception of group 3 met by groups on Tuesday and
Thursday of each week for ten strength training sessions
Subject a in group 1 pa:rtic ip~ted in the following

each.

weight training p:rogra,m: ( 1)

th:re~

sets of 10-RM fop the

dead lift, ram rack, cheat curls, and toe raises; (2) as
many repetitions as possible for three sets of bar dips;
and (3) five sets of 10-RM for the bench press and clean
and press exercises.

Subjects in group 2 followed an iden-

tical routine with the exception of performing six repetitlons for all exercises except bar dips,
of as many repetitions as

possib~e

Three sets

were performed with bar

dips,
In addition to weight training activities, subjects in
group 1 and group 2 were required to participate in a
running-conditioning program that ::tnvolved the same time
span (February 12 to March 14) as the weight training pr·ograms.

Subjects in group 1 met as a group for one hour on

Monday, Wednesday·,. and Friday of each week to participate
in the running-conditioning program.

The subjects in

group 2 met as a group also on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday of each week and completed an identical one hour
program immediately after the subjects in group 1 completed
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their workout.
Spring football practice at the University of The
Pacific began on Saturday, March -16, 1974.

All subjects

in group 1 and group 2 participated in the twenty practice
sessions involved in spl"ing football drills.

All subjects

in group 2 continued their weight training program through·
out spring football practice.

Subjects in group l did not

weight train during spring football practice.

QQJJ.ection of The Data
The-subjects in this investigation were tested at
the beginning of the pre-spring weight training program,
at the conclusion of the pre-spring weight training program,
and several days after the completion of spring football
drills.

The body weight of all subjects in group 1 and

group 2 \'las recorded .on each testlng date just prior to
the administration of the tests.

Subjects were tested on

the four strength tests recommended in Fleishman's Basic
Ji1itness

Test Battery.

They were also tested for the one

repetition max1mum they were able to perform f'or five
weight training exercises, and the maximum number of
repeti.tions they could per•form for one set of bar dips.
The data vms organi.zed in a manner which permitted
an analysis of the differences in the changes that occurred
in each groups mean scores on the pre, mid, and post tests.
A related t-test was used to determine the significance of

.••.,.,,_,.,"]!f

'

the strength changes that occurred within each group.
Analysis indicated that the subjects in group 2 experienced strength ga:i.ns from the pre test to the mid test
that were significant at the .05 level on all ten variables
tested; while sul>Jects in group 1 recorded significant strength
gains on nine of the ten variables tested.

Subjects

i~

group 3 exhibited a significant strength change on only one
of the four variables they were tested on.

All group 1

and group 2 mid to post mean strength changes were significant at the .05 level for the ten variables tested.

Group

3 subjects experienced no significant mean strength changes

from the mid test to the post test.
Analysis of covariance vms run to determine if the
strength'gains or losses were significantly different be. tween the three groups from the pre test to the mid test,
and from the mid test to the post test.

,-i

\-c-----1

The results re-

vealed that there were no significant differences at the
.05 level between the group 1 and group 2 mean strength
changes for the six weight training exercises from the
pre test to the mid test.

A significant difference existed

between group 1 and group 2 in only ol)e of the six variables
tested from the mid test to the post test.
Analysis of covariance was also computed for group 1,
group 2, and group 3 mean strength changes on Fleishman's
four strength tests. from the pre to mid tests, and from the

1-

r::-:----:--~=
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mid to post tests.

Results indicated that a significant

difference among at least two of the three groups had
occurred for all of Fleishman 1 8
pre test to the mid test.

a~rencth

tests from the

A significant difference

occurred between at least two of the three training
groups in mid to post pull up strength.
When an F-ratio obtained from the analysis of covariance v;as significant, the Dunn-Bonferronl Mult.lple Compar.lsons Procedures were used for locating the differences
between the respective

group~.

Significant t-values were

obtained from the pre test to the mid test on all of
Fleishman's strength tests when group 1 and group 2 were
compared to group 3.

No significant differences

found wtien the group l

~nd

group 2 mean strength changes

were compared from the pre test to the mid test.
nificant t-value

v~as

w~re

A sig-

obtained from the mid test to the post

test when group 1 and group 2 were compared to group 3 for
ability to perform pull ups.

No significant differences

were found •in mid test to post test pull up strength between group 1 and group 2.
The results of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
statistical procedures resulted in the follovJing conclusions:
1.

The mean body weight change from the pre test

to the mid test for group 1 and group 2 did not significantly affect any of the strength changes of the ten
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variables tested from the pre test to the mid test.
2.

The meAn body weight change from the mid test to

the post test for group 1 and group 2 significantly affected
only one of the ten strength testa administered.

Conc.lusl.Q.~~

Within the limitations of this study, the following
conclusions were made:
1.

The two weight training programs employed during

the pre-spring weight training program both produced strength
gains that were significant at the ,05 level for all but
one of the strength tests administered.
2.
group 1

No significant differences existed ·between the
~nd

group 2 mean strength gains for the ten var-

iables tested from the pre test to the mid test.

3.

Subjects in group 1 and group 2 both experienced

significant strength losses at the .05 level on all of the
ten variables tested from the mid test to the post test.
4o

Subjects in group 2 retained more. strength on

seven out of the ten strength tests administered from the
mid test to the post test, although only one was significant at the .05 level.

Recommendations
Eased on the findings of this investigation, the
investigator proposes the following recommendations for '
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future study:
·1.

A similar study be conducted in which two groups

train with the same weight training syotem in the pre-spring
program.

One group should continue weight training through-

out the weeks of spring practice, while the other grbup
is involved in the physical activities of spring football
pract:Lce only.
2o

A similar study be conducted involving a longer

pre-spring weight training period.

3o

A similar study be conducted in which the twenty

spring football practice sessions are

compJ~eted

in four

or five weeks with no more than three days between practice
session so

4. , A similar study involving more subjects should
be conducted o

5o

A similar study be conducted in which the subjects

are matched and equated before being assigned to groups.
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